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BEAMSHOT   NightStalker
Thank you for buying the BEAMSHOT   NightStalker. These 
Instructions contain important safety directions and 
instructions for using this precision instrument. To ensure 
the optimal performance and longevity, please read this 
manual before operating your BEAMSHOT  Night Stalker.
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NightStalker Invisible Laser Sight
Own the night with the NightStalker IR Laser Sight

You see them but they don’t see you! The NightStalker laser sight is a true invisible laser 
that allows you to “sight-in” your target at night without exposing yourself. It has a range 
of 500 meters and is very effective for night varmint hunting as well as for personal self-
defence. The Night Stalker is similar to IR lasers used by the military and requires a night 
vision device to “focus in” on the laser. 

The NightStalker has a 850nm IR laser with a power output of less than 0.7mW (Class I). 
This means it is very safe according to FDA classifications.  
Although it is considered non-hazardous as a Class I, you must still treat every laser as
 if it were a weapon.  You may notice a faint red glow emitting from the laser aperture,
 be sure to never stare at this or any other laser directly.

1. Glass optics – enables the laser dot to remain tight for pinpoint accuracy under a wide 
    range of weather conditions. This laser will work in a temperature range of  10 °F to 122 °F.
2. Night range of  500 meters.
3. Safety On/Off switch – contains an LED indicator that will glow red when the IR laser is on.
4. True Windage & Elevation – rapidly sight in the laser to your scope or iron sights. 
    This will enable you to accurately aim using your night vision goggles or night vision scope.
5. Equipped with a universal rail mount M1 and barrel mount RF4 that allows it to be attached 
    to any firearms. 

Features :

1. Beamshot NightStalker with On/Off switch.
2. Beamshot M1 Weaver Mount for standard 7/8” weaver base and 
    Picatinny 1911 base
3. Beamshot RF4 Barrel Mount for 1” Scope and all round barrel type 
    firearms by silicon rubber spacer
4. Beamshot CT1 Military grade cable Presure Pad Switch
5. CR123A Battery
6. Misc. Parts Pack
7. Plastic Carrying Case

Content Of A Set

AVAILABLE COLORS:Black(type III hard anodized)
DIMENSIONS:2.95"(L)x0.87"(ø)
WEIGHT:2.12 oz.(including batt.)
CONSTRUCTION:Aerospace - grade Aluminum
BATTERY LIFE:20 Hrs./ CR123A x1
WAVELENGTH/RANGE:850 nm / 500 yards(nighttime range)
OPERATION:On/Off Switch - with LED Indicator
POWER:<0.7 mW, Class I, Eye Safe
DOT SIZE:3” @ 100 yards
WINDAGE&ELEVATION ADJUSTMENT:3 ft.@10 yards, 30 ft.@100 yards

Specifications:
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*Note: BEAMSHOT   NightStalker is also compatible with other mounts in the 
           BEAMSHOT   line. 
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Mounting NightStalker with RF4 Mount:
1. Attach the BEAMSHOT    NightStalker to the barrel.
    Fasten the Clamp Plate with the Cap Screw and the Nut (Fig. E).
2. There are three kinds of thickness of silicon rubber spacer for different diameter of rifle 
    barrel. You can use one or several spacers for best fit.
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I. Replacing the Batteries
1. Place battery into holder as shown.

2. Unscrew the rear cap, insert one new CR123A battery with battery holder as 
    shown.

II.
For any Pistol and Rifle which has an Imbedded Weaver Base.

Warning: Please make sure the weapon is pointing away from you while mounting
               and sighting in the Laser Sight.

Mounting the BEAMSHOT   NightStalker on your weapon -R

Installation Procedures
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NightStalker
Invisible Laser Sight

A. Are you using the BEAMSHOT NightStalker & BEAMSHOT Mount?

B. Are you installing the correct Mount? (Please check our brochure)

C. Locking screw is not tight enough.

D. The Cap Screws are not tight enough.

E. Spot check mount screws.

Troubleshooting

The Nightstalker has a 850nm IR laser with a power output of less than 
0.7mW (Class I). 
This means it is very safe according to FDA classifications.  
Although it is considered non-hazardous as a Class I, 
you must still treat every laser as if it were a weapon.
You may notice a faint red glow emitting from the laser aperture, 
be sure to never stare at this or any other laser directly.

CAUTION: Use of controls or adjustments, or performance of 
                   procedures other than those specified herein may 
                   result in hazardous radiation exposure. 

III. Zeroing in of the BEAMSHOT NightStalker on your gun

1. Loosen the mount screws or housing screws (depending on which
      you are using) that hold the laser sight. Please insure the windage 
      and elevation adjustments are in the correct position as shown in Fig. G
  2. Make sure your adjustment screws are accessible.
  3. Lock the BEAMSHOT  NightStalker into position by tightening
      either the housing screws or the mount screws depending
      on the mount you are using.
      Note: The screw between the two metal caps is the locking screw. 
                   This screw is not used to adjust the windage or elevation.
  4. Turn the locking screw loose little by little.
  5. Fine tune the windage and elevation adjustments to zero 
      in on your open sights at the desired distance.
  6. Tighten the locking screw.
  7. Once locked - the dot might move a little. 
  8. Repeat steps 1-3 until precisely zeroed in.

The above adjustment is accurate to the open sight. To ensure your 
BEAMSHOT   NightStalker is zeroed  on your bullet trajectory
at a certain distance, go to the shooting range and shoot at the target. 
Using the above steps, sight in on your point of impact on
the target. This enables you to sight in on your bullet.
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Fig. G
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Mounting NightStlker with M1 Mount:

4. Attach the Laser Sight to Standard 
    7/8” Weaver base.
    Fasten the Clamp Plate with the Cap 
    Screw and the Nut (Fig.D).

3. Clamp the M1 Mount by tightening the
    Cap Screw with the Allen Wrench as 
    shown in Fig. C.

2. Rotate the BEAMSHOT   NightStalker 
    so that the metal cap and adjustment 
    screws are in the correct  positions as 
    shown in Fig. B.

Note: The M1 Mount has three screw setting holes. 
          Choose one of them for best fitting position (Fig. C).

1. Slide the BEAMSHOT   NightStalker
    into the M1 Mount (Fig. A). and the 
    Nut (Fig.D).
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Laser Safety Warning


